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STORYBOARDS, SCENARIOS, AND PERSONAS



Congrats on completing PROG 01!

PROG 02 - out this week

FEED 01 - team formation survey out this week

Section - working with APIs in Android

ANNOUNCEMENTS



STORYBOARDS



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LKPVAIcDXY


STORYBOARDS



STORYBOARDS



Goal: Understand how your product or application fits into a larger 

context.

Shows a single scenario / tells a single story

Start by setting the stage: 

Who? What? Where? Why? When?

Then show key interactions with your application

Zoom back out and show the consequences of using the application

Could be satisfaction, but also think about errors

STORYBOARDS FOR UI DESIGN





Critique this storyboard in two ways:

•Formally (i.e., how well does the 
storyboard itself convey the idea)

•Content (i.e., critique the application
idea itself)











Choose one of your ideas from Design01 and 
draw a storyboard for that app idea

Keep in mind...
Show the context of using the app
Show key interactions of how to use the app

EXERCISE



PERSONAS



“Hypothetical Archetypes”
Archetype:
An original model or type after which other similar things are patterned; a 
prototype
An ideal example of a type; quintessence

A precise description of user in terms 
Capabilities, inclinations, background
Goals (not tasks)

PERSONAS (FROM COOPER)



Personas represent a class or type of user but should be used as an individual

Types of users are a range not an average

Not a stereotype – which are usually not based on assumptions not factual data

Reuse personas

Personas must have motivations / goals

PERSONAS



PERSONA EXAMPLES



It’s hard to reason about users in aggregate, and impossible to please 
everyone.

General users have too many conflicting goals.

WHY PERSONAS?



It’s easier to reason about specific fictional people.

Specific personas have clear, well-articulated goals

WHY PERSONAS?



Identify major clusters from multiple user interviews/inquiries

Based on real-world observations

Interviews

Information supplied by stakeholders and area experts

Market research

Data from literature

Direct user observations are best!

Give them names

DEFINING PERSONAS



How do personas differ from the people you observe in an inquiry?

PERSONAS VS. OBSERVATIONS



Experience goals – simple, universal, and personal
…how someone wants to feel while using a product

“feel smart or in control”
“have fun”
“feel cool or hip or relaxed”
“remain focused and alert”

PERSONA GOALS



End goals – users motivation for performing the task associated with product 
…when you open an app you usually have a desired goal 

“get the best price”
“get home on time”
“stay connected to friends”
“be aware of problems before the become critical”

PERSONA GOALS



Life goals – personal aspirations of the user beyond the product design 
designed…usually long term

“live a health life”
“be a connoisseur of …”
“be attractive, popular, or respected by my peers”
“live off the grid”

PERSONA GOALS



Technical goals

Run in a variety of browsers
Safeguard data integrity

Persona relationships

Social applications
Parents
Teacher – student
Nanny – child – parent

PERSONA GOALS



Business goals

Increase profit
Retain customers

Organization goals

Educate the public
Raise enough money to cover overhead

Primary
Secondary
Customer – rather than end user
Negative – who is this not built for

PERSONA GOALS



Synthesize their goals

Check for completeness and specificity

Specificity prevents “elastic user” – design team stretches user to fit needs

Try them out by developing narrative

PERSONA GOALS













Will Julie want to perform this operation often? 

Will she ever?

Can help prioritize functions with improved clarity

Design each interface for a single primary persona

USING PERSONAS



“We create our personas based on data from large-scale surveys of 
our users. These surveys collect information about who our users are, 
their responsibilities in their jobs, the software tools they use 
(including Salesforce, of course), and their pain points and incentives. 
In particular, we focus on learning about our users’ job behaviors and 
responsibilities that are tool agnostic: for example, we first ask how 
often our users need to do a particular task in their job, and then we 
ask them which tool they use to do it.

We then take our survey data and use clustering analysis and factor 
analysis to reduce a broad range of behavioral variables into clear, 
mutually-exclusive categories: our user personas.”

Salesforce’s Data-Driven Personas



https://medium.com/salesforce-ux/data-driven-personas-at-salesforc
e-cdd0dd321281

Salesforce’s Data-Driven Personas



Share the PROG 01 personas you created for RR03

EXERCISE



SCENARIOS



Narrative as a design tool

Scenario should be simple and focused

Contain detailed rather than abstract points (2pm Chem 1A class in LeConte 
Hall not “attend class”)

Use personas in scenarios – how does it serve their needs?

Context scenarios – day in the life scenario

Unboxing scenario – first usage and setup

SCENARIOS



In what setting(s) will the product be used?
.. Will it be used for extended amounts of time?
.. Is the persona frequently interrupted?
.. Are there multiple users on a single workstation or device?
.. With what other products will it be used?
.. What primary activities does the persona need to perform to meet her goals?
.. What is the expected end result of using the product?
.. How much complexity is permissible, based on persona skill and frequency 
of use?

SCENARIOS



Motivation – what prompted the persona to embark on the scenario?
Context – where is the person while the scenario is taking place? 
Does it change? Who else and where else is involved?
Distractions – What kinds of distractions or interruptions typically 
occur and how does the persona deal with them?
Goal – What is the persona’s goal? Information seeking? An artifact? 
An emotion?

SCENARIOS



Getting to a new classroom
It’s the first day of Marta’s sophomore year at NYU. She just finished 
eating lunch at a cafe on Waverly Place and is scanning her afternoon 
schedule in iCal, which she synced to her iPhone from her laptop the 
night before.

Marta notices that her 2:00pm class is held in the Puck Building. 
Although Marta is a sophomore, she’s never taken any classes at 
Puck. She goes to NYU web site using Safari on her iPhone, but the 
site isn’t formatted for the device. After several minutes of pinching 
and zooming, Marta finally finds the building. It’s not linked to Google 
Maps, so she mentally notes the cross streets before exiting Safari. 

EXAMPLE - DESIGNING THE IPHONE



Mr. and Mrs. Macomb are retired school teachers who are now in their 70s. Their 
Social Security checks are an important part of their income. They've just sold 
their big house and moved to a small apartment. They know that one of the many 
chores they need to do now is tell the Social Security Administration that they 
have moved. They don't know where the nearest Social Security office is and it's 
getting harder for them to do a lot of walking or driving. If it is easy and safe 
enough, they would like to use the computer to notify the Social Security 
Administration of their move. However, they are somewhat nervous about doing a 
task like this by computer. They never used computers in their jobs. However, 
their son, Steve, gave them a computer last year, set it up for them, and showed 
them how to use email and go to websites. They have never been to the Social 
Security Administration's website, so they don't know how it is organized. Also, 
they are reluctant to give out personal information online, so they want to know 
how safe it is to tell the agency about their new address this way.

EXAMPLE - USABILITY.GOV



Come up with two personas for a “friend finder” app

Write down a scenario that motivates use

Draw a storyboard for the scenario

EXERCISE



Storyboards
How action and narrative is framed around interaction

Personas
Specific archetype of target user
Build based on contextual inquiries/interviews

Scenarios
Use of narrative, persona, and context

SUMMARY


